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Abstract—To adjust for the non-uniform spatiotemporal nature
of traffic patterns, next-generation high throughput satellite
(HTS) systems can benefit from recent technological advance-
ments in the space-segment in order to dynamically design
traffic-adaptive beam layout plans (ABLPs). In this work, we pro-
pose a framework for dynamic beamforming (DBF) optimization
and adaptation in dynamic environments. Given realistic traf-
fic patterns and a limited power budget, we propose a feasible
DBF operation for a geostationary multibeam HTS network. The
goal is to minimize the mismatch between the traffic demand
and the offered capacity under practical constraints. These con-
straints are dictated by the traffic-aware design requirements,
the on-board antenna system limitations, and the signaling con-
siderations in the K-band. Noting that the ABLP is agnostic
about the inherent inter-beam interference (IBI), we construct
an interference simulation environment using irregularly shaped
beams for a large-scale multibeam HTS system. To cope with IBI,
the combination of on-board DBF and on-ground precoding is
considered. For precoded and non-precoded HTS configurations,
the proposed design shows better traffic-matching capabilities
in comparison to a regular beam layout plan. Lastly, we pro-
vide trade-off analyses between system-level key performance
indicators for different realistic non-uniform traffic patterns.

Index Terms—Dynamic beamforming, flexible GEO satellite,
inter beam interference, realistic non-uniform traffic demand.

I. INTRODUCTION

WHILE spectrum and power resources remain scarce,
modern broadband services provided by satellite com-

munication (SatCom) systems are expanding, thus causing
an unprecedented growth in data traffic demand. Moreover,
the user-link demand distributions (traffic patterns) are sig-
nificantly varying across different service areas and during
different time instances [1].
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In high throughput satellite (HTS) systems, the payload cov-
ers service areas using multiple beams in order to increase its
user-link total offered throughput (TOT) [2]. As a conventional
radio resource management (RRM) strategy, typical in-orbit
payloads use a static regular beam layout plan (RBLP), a four-
frequency reuse (4FR) scheme, and a uniform per-beam power
allocation to illuminate the coverage area where user terminals
(UTs) are expected to be located. However, given the hetero-
geneous nature of the traffic patterns, some beams can exhaust
the aggregate user-link offered throughput, causing an increase
in per-beam and system-unmet capacities (BUC/SUC). On the
other hand, underused beams can witness considerable per-
beam and duly system-excess capacities (BEC/SEC). These
mismatches translate into a waste of system resources and a
loss of revenues for the satellite operators.

In response to this, the broadband SatCom market antici-
pates the introduction of flexible payloads — in the sense of
traffic-adaptive RRM and transmission techniques — in order
to enhance the users’ quality of service (QoS) and to reduce
the cost per bit in future HTS systems. In the space-segment,
digital on-board processors (OBP) together with large-scale
active antennas (LSAA) emerge as the preferred technological
enablers related to these goals [3]. SES’s next-generation of
in-orbit programmable satellite systems [4] are an example.

In this context, this paper thoroughly investigates upcom-
ing processed and LSAA-based satellite architectures from a
system-level [5] to a user-level point of view for different
non-uniform traffic patterns. The main idea is to dynami-
cally adapt the beam layout in order to maximize the system’s
traffic matching performance by exploiting the reconfigurable
capabilities of next-generation payloads. The latter is done
taking into account practical constraints such as the limited
on-board power budget, payload mass and size, and signaling
regulations in the K-band.

A. Related Works

In practice, the performance of any space-segment beam-
forming design heavily relies on the traffic pattern, i.e., the
disperse geographic location information of the UTs in the
service areas and their corresponding data demand. The traf-
fic demand is readily accessible at the network hub (see,
for instance, [6], [7]), whereas the users’ spatiotemporal
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distributions can be reliably estimated through the satellite
ephemeris and the geospatial coordinates of the UT population.
It is therefore possible to target a traffic-adaptive beamform-
ing design that defines the number [8], positions [9], [10],
[11], and shapes [12], [13] of the beams, i.e., the beam
layout. The aforementioned works focus on circular beam
shapes, as they allow to model closed-form beam layout plans
(BLPs) [14], [15] ensuring global coverage [16], docile inter-
beam interference (IBI) [17], and a simple multibeam antenna
system design.

Moreover, encouraging research on precoding for flexible
payloads are reported in [18] and in [19] for geosynchronous
orbit (GEO) and medium Earth orbit (MEO) HTS systems,
respectively. In these findings, relevant increase in the system’s
TOT is shown for a hot-spot scenario with 7 beams given a
uniform user distribution. Herein, nonetheless, we will focus
on a whole system coverage area (similar to [20]), resulting in
a more complete large-scale HTS system performance evalu-
ation. Other relevant traffic-adaptive precoding algorithms for
SatCom can be found in [21], [22].

Given the particularly non-uniform QoS requirements,
devising optimization methodologies for such large-scale prob-
lems, with novel constraints upon on-board resources, compu-
tation and spectrum sharing, poses significant challenges to
the emerging payloads. In this context, the search space of
optimal (traffic-adaptive) system parameters is too large and
a high degree of flexibility typically entails NP-hard [23] or
non-convex formulations [6]. This fact is also common in
precoded HTS systems [22], which in addition necessitate
a channel estimation procedure. Subsequently, different sub-
optimal paradigms with different degrees of flexibilities arise;
see for example [24] and references therein.

Recent works in SatCom utilize heuristics (e.g.,
[12], [23], [25]) or learning based (e.g., [7], [26]) tech-
niques to optimize certain flexibilities of the multibeam
traffic-matching problem. In particular, authors in [26]
propose an adaptive beam layout plan (ABLP) solution using
a clustering method on the coverage area. The approach uses
traffic demand and location information of the users to obtain
a satisfactory uniform distribution of the demand across
beams with elliptic shapes.

For a given non-uniform traffic pattern, the ABLP solution
is not unique. Moreover, different ABLPs with different con-
straints can be envisaged in a dynamic beamforming (DBF)
framework. For example, the ABLP method from [26] uses an
elliptic Gaussian beam footprint model featuring no sidelobes.
Using this supposition, the radio-frequency (RF) coverage area
inside a given beam is smoothly filled with no nulls. As a
result, a preliminary traffic matching performance is produced
at the expense of ignoring IBI outside the beam. We tackle this
problem by introducing a gain/directivity control operation in
the DBF framework considering practical constraints.

Another concern is that precoding increases the computa-
tional burden of the system [27]. With this in mind, a tangible
scaling of each degree of freedom, at different traffic patterns,
is still missing in litterature. Therefore, we consider realistic
non-uniform traffic patterns on an hourly basis [1]. Using accu-
rate IBI modeling, we also evaluate performance and trade-off

between DBF and non-DBF HTS system configurations fea-
turing different precoding algorithms.

B. Contribution

This work focuses on sizing the attainable flexibility extent
of emerging payloads. Under practical constraints, the traffic-
matching performance is evaluated by quantifying beam and
system, unmet and excess capacities (UC/EC). This is done
for different configurations featuring the juxtaposition of DBF
and precoding. In order to build a traffic and link conditioned
network in the forward-link, we primarily propose a DBF
optimization framework before applying different precoders.

Modeling all the radio resource dependencies and the
multiple interconnecting constraints across variables is pro-
hibitive. Therefore, we assume the necessary system-level
simplifications to build a realistic and tractable interference-
limited physical (PHY) channel environment. This allows
to evaluate generic payload and network architectures under
the imposed requirements. On these grounds, we approach a
sequential structure in this work in order to show the impor-
tance of DBF and higher frequency reuse orders on the overall
system design trade-off. Hence, the contributions of this work
are as follows:

1) Generic Radiation Model for Shaped Beams: To model
the high directivity of generic HTS front-end (e.g., differ-
ent LSAA technologies that are capable of generating shaped
beams) as well as to tractably express payload constraints,
we employ the expressions of the ITU-R.672 general co-polar
model 2 ([28, Sec. 2.4.2]). To the best of our knowledge,
this contribution stands as the first academic work that takes
this complex radiation model into account. We show how
to design shaped beams and diagnose systematic HTS/DBF
dependencies, without loss of generality.

2) Feasible Coverage Adaptability: We study the physical
feasibility and necessary resource planning for the target DBF
design in [26]. We also extend its adaptability under a lim-
ited power-budget. This constitutes the main DBF optimization
framework: where we assume the initial ABLP for a particular
traffic scenario to be valid, and we analytically express a two-
dimensional (2D) beamwidth flexibility under system design,
payload and signaling constraints.

3) IBI Management: Once the IBI PHY environments are
built for different system settings (i.e., ABLPs and RBLP), for
each traffic profile, we evaluate the traffic matching perfor-
mances with 4FR and full frequency reuse (FFR). Concerning
FFR, we use schemes of the minimum mean square error
(MMSE) precoder [29] and the weighted max-min (w-MM)
signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) precoder [21].
We initially assume that channel state information (CSI) is ide-
ally available at the gateway at transmission; before we stress
the practical performance under non-perfect CSI estimation
conditions. The DVB-S2X [30] data rates and a practical CSI
estimation error model [31], [32] are used.

C. Paper Organization

Section II details the traffic and system models. Section III
explores the proposed DBF optimization framework. In
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Fig. 1. Spatial demand density of an emulated traffic pattern over Europe
(from [1] at 12h) featuring fixed and mobile UTs of different classes. Hot-spots
are highlighted with a darker color while cold-spots with lighter ones.

Section IV, IBI management is elaborated. In Section V, traffic
matching performance evaluation and trade-off are discussed
for different system configurations and for different traffic
patterns. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

Notations: Respectively, (•)T , (•)†, � and � denote the
transpose operator, the conjugate transpose operator, the
Hadamard product and the Hadamard division. The Frobenius
norm is denoted by ‖•‖, while 1K is the K × 1 all-one vector.
The boundary of a geometric area E is denoted with ∂E.

II. TRAFFIC AND SYSTEM MODELS

An ABLP approximately satisfies a uniform distribution of
the traffic demand using irregularly shaped beams (e.g., see
the ABLPs in [15] and [26]). In this work, we aim to design
the beams with irregular shapes. This operation is possible
given the high number of radiating elements in LSAA, which
can form highly directive beampatterns. The DBF-operation
follows an ABLP by means of digital processing. Moreover,
the DBF-operation is executed using an up-to-date ABLP each
time a significant shift in the traffic pattern occurs.

With DBF, however, the non-deterministic features of traffic
patterns can yield ABLPs with intractably overlapping beams.
This potentially causes excessive IBI for ABLPs as compared
to RBLPs. Before addressing DBF and IBI, we present in this
section the considered traffic and system models.

A. Traffic Model

We focus on the use case of adapting an HTS network to
the non-uniform spatiotemporal variations of traffic of different
user classes. Hourly volatile traffic patterns are obtained using
a traffic emulator (TE) [1] where the disperse geographic and
time statistics reflect different realistic data sources of fixed,
maritime, and aerial users. We showcase in Fig. 1 the traffic
spatial distribution at the peak global traffic demand scenario.

Using the TE, at observation t, a user j requests a traffic
D(t)

j in bit per second (bps). The traffic profile of a given BLP

with K beams is designated by a vector ˜D
(t) ∈ R

K×1
≥0 ,∀t, of

average aggregate traffic demands per-beam as defined in [5].
The analyses in the sequel apply to any BLP using the PHY
model presented in the next section.

B. System Model

Consider the K-band forward-link of a GEO HTS network
having a fully programmable payload equipped with LSAA.
We precisely focus on the user-link performance for a single
gateway with an ideal feeder-link unless otherwise speci-
fied. The geostationary satellite occupies the orbital position
(Rs, ρs, φs) in the geographic coordinate system (GCS). We
express Rs = RE + rs in meters, where RE = 6871 km is
Earth’s mean radius and rs > 0 is the GEO satellite altitude.

All users are assumed to have an identical single antenna UT
equipment with a receiver gain GRX > 0. The user positions
are mapped on a discrete grid over the Earth with a resolution
that determines the granularity of the longitude and latitude
coordinates (ρm, φm). The slant range from the satellite to a
user located at point m is calculated in meters using

rm =
{

R2
s + R2

E − 2RsRE(cos φm cos φs cos(ρs − ρm)

+ sin(φsφm))
} 1

2
. (1)

The payload is assumed to have a single antenna aper-
ture A > 0 in meters. It covers a continuous geographic
areas by illuminating Earth’s surface with a number K >

0 of potentially overlapping beams. The beams denoted
k ∈ K = {1, . . . , K} are arranged according to a particular
BLP.

Using the DVB-S2X frame [30], let us consider a time
division multiplexed (TDM) unicast transmission of indepen-
dent signals intended for simultaneously scheduled users. For
each traffic profile, we can then assume a single super-user
per-beam u ∈ K that encompasses each beam’s average aggre-
gate traffic demand, i.e., Du � [˜D]k,∀u ∈ K. We note that
at each independent frame realization, the selected users can
have different coordinates (ρu, φu) and slant ranges [r]u = ru

populating a vector r ∈ R
K×1
>0 .

We represent by x ∈ C
K×1 the vector of the transmitted

symbols, and by n ∈ C
K×1 the independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d.) received noise samples [n]u ∼ CN (0, Pn),
where Pn > 0 is the noise power. Taking independent random
channel observations, the fixed multibeam channel coefficients
[H]u,k between the u-th user and the k-th beam footprint are
expressed in the matrix H ∈ C

K×K written as

H = √
G � ˜H. (2)

In (2), G ∈ R
K×K is the beam gain matrix further elaborated

in Section III-A, and ˜H ∈ C
K×K is a matrix encompassing the

link-budget factors. The link is considered to be line-of-sight
with no multi-path effects. We designate by λ = f0

c the free-
space wavelength, by f0 the carrier frequency and by c the
speed of light. Furthermore, let the diagonal matrix � ∈ R

K×K

have elements [�]k,k denoting the user-related signal phase
rotations that are i.i.d. at each t [5]. In addition, let PL > 0
represent the slow-fading losses of the user-link RF channel
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(including rain attenuation) exhibited at each beam footprint,
and experienced by each of the UT antennas. We then have

˜H =
√

GRX

PnPL

λ

4π

(
IK � rT)� exp

(
ı

2π

λ

(
IK � rT)+ �

)
. (3)

Depending on the RRM configuration, the signals from the
beam footprints received at the UT antennas can cause co-
channel IBI and are expressed in the vector y ∈ C

K×1 using

y = Hx + n. (4)

III. DYNAMIC BEAMFORMING FRAMEWORK

We refer by DBF the ability of an HTS to adjust the lin-
ear combination of the on-board LSAA beampatterns to match
the template beampatterns of a BLP. This operation is the cen-
tral role of the on-board beamforming network (BFN) and it
highly depends on the technologies and architecture involved.
Generally, DBF can be analog, digital or hybrid (both ana-
log and digital) depending on payload resources, complexity
and other coverage/satellite parameters. In this section we
present the building blocks of the proposed DBF optimization
framework for a practical traffic-adaptive and large-scale HTS
system, given a limited power-budget.

A. Generic Radiation Model for Shaped Beams

We start by introducing the flexibility notions for our DBF
optimization framework. In fact, since the lobed behavior of
an antenna system of any HTS is unduly sensitive to the UT
position, the beam gain matrix G is typically derived from the
array factor of the payload’s antenna system in the far field
and the users’ positions. In the following, we present a suit-
able abstraction for G in order to enable comparisons between
(precoded and non-precoded) RBLPs and ABLPs regardless of
specific antenna array or BFN characteristics. More precisely,
to evaluate the performance of DBF in HTS, we require a
reliable modeling of the radiation response for i) multiple ii)
shaped beams iii) including their sidelobes’ behavior as a func-
tion of the shape. The requirement iii) is particularly important
to evaluate the interference sensitive systems, especially in the
case of FFR.

In particular, we employ a generic design objective beam
radiation model, namely the ITU-R.672 general co-polar
model 2 (see [28, Sec. 2.4.2]). The model provides a gen-
eral antenna radiation mask, which can describe DBF-based
applications. The model takes into account design require-
ments, theoretical considerations, physical impairments and
introduces different parameters to describe them (e.g., scan
ratio, beam broadening factor, illumination law, etc.). In the
Appendix, we present a detailed description of the model’s
expressions (41) and parameters (see Table III) whereas the
corresponding reference template of the model is depicted in
Fig. 2.

To understand the relevence of the selected model for highly
directive LSAA, let us first assume a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the k-th beam and the k-th service zone of

Fig. 2. The reference radiation mask regions reproduced from the ITU-R.
672 general co-polar model 2 [28] expressed in (41) in the Appendix.

interest (ZOI). The k-th ZOI is defined by a convex poly-
gon Zk in the satellite-centered coordinate system (CCS).1 In
addition, for a given ZOI, we define its unique minimum area
circumscribing ellipse [26], [34], i.e., the beamlet Bk, which
will be used as reference in beamforming design.

Rigorously, for a beam k, let τk ∈ [0◦, 90◦[ be the tilt angle
of a beamlet’s major axis w.r.t. the off bore-sight angle ϕk

expressed as ϕk = arctan(
rk
Rs

) > 0. A beamlet Bk can then be
parameterized by Bk � (ϕk, θA|k, θB|k, τk), where the angular
distances θB|k > 0◦ and θA|k ≥ θB|k respectively correspond
to the semi-minor and the semi-major axes of the minimum
circumscribing ellipse of the k-th ZOI Zk.

Note that one way to model a QoS guarantee is to design an
RF beam to have a 3 dB level below its equivalent peak (EP)
gain at all the polygonal sides of its ZOI. Using the ITU-R
model, Zk and Bk are utilized to determine the directivity of
the k-th beam by considering the 2D widths (θA|k, θB|k) to be
comparable to the ones of a regular elliptic beam (defined by
its 2D 3 dB beamwidths). In fact, the directivity of a “conser-
vative elliptic beam k” determines the shape of its beampattern
and its isotropic EP gain at the mainlobe axis:

GEP,dBi
k = 10 log10

(
η(πκ)2

θA|kθB|k

)
, (5)

expressed in dBi, with η corresponding to the satellite antenna
efficiency term, and κ to the diffraction limit factor [5].

It is clear from the expressions in (41) (see Fig. 2) that the
directional beam gain is inversely proportional to the user’s
angular distance from the beam center. For the user u and

1For BLP, in order to conserves the shape of the beams, it is ordinary to use
a projection map from the GCS made on a plane which is at right-angles to
the satellite-Earth vector, namely the CCS Cartesian plane (θ cos(ϕ), θ sin(ϕ))

centered with a nadir pointing at the intersection of the zero-meridian and the
equator (ρ0, φ0). Coordinate system transformations can be found in [33].
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beam k, the beam gain coefficient can then be calculated using

[G]u,k = anti-log
{

GdBi(u, k)
}
� 10

GdBi(u,k)
10 . (6)

Before explaining how each ZOI is obtained in the next sec-
tions, we highlight herein relevant key parameters intrinsic to
the model. We denote by Ł � 3 dB the target near-in-sidelobe
discrimination level relative to GEP,dBi

k and required by the
HTS design for all the beams, and by G1 = GEP,dBi

k − Ł (the
peak) sidelobes plateau in dB. In addition, let the scalar

α2|k � anti-log

{
GEP,dBi

k − Ł − 10

2

}
(7)

represent a design parameter that is relative to the shape
degradation effects of the beam, which are dominated by the
reflection and diffraction phenomena at the aperture edge (see
Appendix). The expressions presented in this section will be
used in the proposed DBF optimization framework.

B. Traffic-Aware Coverage Adaptability

In this work, the flexible payload is assumed to illumi-
nate a coverage area through its single antenna aperture A
using the combination of K beam footprints. We recall that
a DBF-operation designates the application of the design
objective radiation model presented in Section III-A on a set
Z = ⋃k∈K Zk corresponding to K target ZOIs representing a
BLP.

Notice that for a set Z describing a BLP, a set B =⋃k∈K Bk

of K beamlets with precise 2D beamwidths is defined. For
RBLPs, it is possible to use only B to shape the beams such
that each ZOI Zk is simplified to be equal to its correspond-
ing bk, at the step of applying the radiation model. Note that,
in general, for an elliptic beamlet bk, ω(·, k) (see Appendix)
varies between θB|k and θA|k, and that for a circular Zi defi-
nition, i.e., Zk = bk, we have ω(·, k) = δ(·, k) = θA|k = θB|k;
hence the unidimensional regular beamwidth definition found
in RBLPs.

As for an ABLP case, we apply the presented radiation
model using the combination of both the ZOI and the beamlet
of each beam, at the DBF-operation. This is possible through
the introduction of δ(m, k),∀(m, k), in the model expressions
(see Appendix). Whereas, in this case, the role of the beamlets
B is limited to referencing the EP gain (5) and the radial
distances ω. The output superimposed targeted beampatterns
are sharply shaped according to the 3 dB contours of the ZOI
from Z (where each beam can have a different size and shape),
hence the high directivity of the DBF-operation.

From the relationship in (5), we assess that a beamlet’s gain
is inversely proportional to its (3 dB) service area. This means
that the wider a beam, the lower its gain and vice-versa. Even
though the actual offered throughput per-beam largely depends
on the allocated bandwidth and power, the latter feature is
empowered in this traffic-aware coverage adaptability step of
the DBF-operation to serve hot-spot service zones with higher
gains and cold-spot service zones (see Fig. 1) with lower gains.

Specifically, we extend the ABLP from [26] that follows a
learning method based on the traffic patterns (e.g., from [1]),

Fig. 3. The geometries defining a ZOI (in green) and its corresponding
beamlet (in red), its optimized feasible solution (in dashed blue), and the
reference optimized beamlet (in dashed black), as well as the angular relations
to an arbitrary user u. The operators � and � are explained in the Appendix.

to cluster the RF coverage area (as seen from the CCS) into a
set Z of adjacent and non-overlapping convex polygons. Such
a tessellation of the service area of interest guarantees the
absence of non covered areas. The clustering objective is to
uniformly balance the total system traffic demand distribution
across the K ZOI in order to obtain a fair system performance.
A system (i.e., SX10, 1 for DBF on, 0 for unfeasible) imple-
menting such a fairness-ABLP is the initial target beampattern
design. Such a system is proven to reduce the BUC and BEC;
hence it increases the system’s demand matching capabilities.

Notably, DBF comes with limitations related to the BFN
architecture, the OBP capabilities, and the LSAA geometry as
well as the limited on-board resources. In the following, we
exploit the radiation model expression to study the feasibil-
ity of a DBF-operation concertizing a feasible ABLP, and to
compare its performance to a benchmark system with a static
RBLP (i.e., SX0, 0 for DBF off).

C. Shaping Feasible Beams

Note that for a feasible ZOI, i.e., Z∗
k , the RF coverage shape

is defined using its 3 dB contour ∂Z∗
k . The corresponding opti-

mized reference beamlet B∗
k has a direct impact on the EP

gain and the beampattern as discussed above. We can further
characterize this using

∂Z∗
k = ∂Zk

⋂
∂B∗

k . (8)

For a user u, the different geometries w.r.t. a k-th ZOI and
its corresponding beamlet are depicted in Fig. 3.

For each beam k, we keep the coverage strengths of the
ABLP (the tilt angles τk are fixed) and its traffic adaptability
strengths (by locking the beam positions to obtain maximum
directivity at the center of each ZOI, i.e., θk is initialized as the
centroid of the corresponding k-th ZOI). We are then remained
with 2D beamwidth flexibilities to utilize in the design of
feasible beams as will be elaborated in the next sections.

We remind that we want to contrast a conventional payload
utilizing an RBLP (SX0 with a fixed EP gain GEP

RBLP) versus
a DBF-capable payload with an ABLP (i.e., with dynamic EP
gains at each beam). Therefore, it is worthwhile mentioning
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that assuming a same transmission power P per-beam, different
effective equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) levels can
be obtained. This can bias the performance comparison, hence
an EIRP equalization [5] is needed for each beam k:

EIRPRBLP = EIRPABLP (9a)

=⇒ PABLP = PRBLP,
GEP

RBLP

GEP
k

, (9b)

=⇒ GEP,∗
k = PRBLP

GEP
RBLP

max
m∈∂Z∗G(m, k)

. (9c)

D. Beam Gain Control Under Practical Considerations

Revisiting the definition of a beamlet Bk as a best fit ellipse
approximation of a convex ZOI Zk, we recall that the centroid
of the ZOI and of the center of the corresponding beamlet
would coincide. From (5) and (8), this means that the EP gain
of a feasible elliptic beamlet B∗

k = (ϕk, θ
∗
A|k, θ∗

B|k, τk) lower
bounds the EP of the shaped beam Z∗.

For a beam k having an initially targeted beamlet (in SX10)
with axes (θ init

A|k, θ
init
B|k), consider the problem formulation in

P(1) where the 2D “beamwidth flexibility” obeys system
specific constraints:

P(1): minimize
θA,θB

√(
θA − θ init

A

)2 + (θB − θ init
B

)2

subject to Gmin ≤ GEP(θA, θB) (10a)

θmin ≤ θA (10b)

θmin ≤ θB (10c)

1 ≤ θA

θB
(10d)

θA

θB
< α2. (10e)

In P(1), notice that we dropped the subscript for the
beamwidths. This is because P(1) is a beam by beam gain
control optimization under a fixed power allocation assump-
tion per-beam (see Section III-C). We next detail the design of
DBF systems with feasible beampatterns (i.e., SX11, the first
digit (1) designates DBF on, and the second one (1) indicates
a practical solution using P(1)).

In constraint (10a), in compliance with spectrum sharing
radio regulations (RR) [35] in the K-band, we derive the min-
imum gain (maximum beamwidths) bound at the edge of beam
k, i.e., supporting a QoS gain guarantee above −3 dB w.r.t. the
EP gain, namely

Ĝmin,dB
k = anti-log

{
EIRPmax,dB

k − P̂dB − 3 dB
}
. (11)

In (11), Ĝmin
k > 0,∀k, and the maximum allowed EIRP at the

beam center is expressed in decibel as [35]

EIRPmax,dB
k = PFDmax(εk) + 10 log10

(
4πr2

k

)
. (12)

Moreover, P̂dB = 10 log10(P̂) is the power initialization seed
which we assume uniformly equal for all beams in this
step: i.e., Ptot = KP̂ > 0 is the total available transmis-
sion power. According to ITU-R SF.358-5 [36], the maximum

allowed power flux density (PFD), i.e., PFDmax, is expressed
in dB(W/m2) in function of εk the angle of elevation above
the horizon. This angle is calculated for a point m using
εm = arccos( Rs

sin(ϕm)
) [33].

To derive the maximum gain (minimum beamwidth) bound,
we consider the same sine illumination function used in the
ITU-R.672 model, where for each beamlet, a circular aperture
(for maximum gain) with an edge taper of −4 dB is assumed.
With this simplification, we fix G1 = 16.56 dB [37] as the first
sidelobe peak and α1

2 ≈ 0.775 considering a typical symmet-
ric first-sidelobe target Ł = 20 dB w.r.t. the maximum allowed
EP gain. In this case, in order to guarantee a sufficient dis-
crimination between close ZOI with an Ł level below their EP
gains, each beamlet has beamwidth θA (and respectively θB)
lower bounded by [28]

θmin = (16.56 + 0.775Ł)
λ

A
, (13)

as modeled in the constraints in (10b) and (10c). The rela-
tionship in (13) allows to respect considerations relative to
the operating frequency, the payload’s mass and size (using
the value of A), in addition to the designed discriminate first
sidelobe limit2 Ł. Furthermore, one strength of the generic
radiation model is that a generalization of the aperture shape is
possible through the payload specific enhancement parameters
detailed in Table III in the Appendix.

Having respectively introduced a signaling constraint (10a)
and two design constraints (10b) and (10c), a minimum and
a maximum ellipticity requirements are derived from the
angular beamwidth limits of equations (41). From regions
B and C corresponding to 0◦ ≤ δ(m, k) (α1 + 0.5)ω(m, k)
in (41) (see Fig. 2), a unitary minimum ellipticity term
(α1
α1

= 1) yields a circular beam at the limit, i.e., con-
straint (10d). While from regions E and F corresponding
to (α1 + 4.5)ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) ≤ 90◦ in (41), let X > α1+0.5

α1
distinguish the maximum ellipticity term as explicated below.

For clarity, we rearrange P(1) using the relationship (9c)
and the expression of α2 from (7), such that

P(1): minimize
θA,θB

√(
θA − θ init

A

)2 + (θB − θ init
B

)2

subject to YθAθB ≤ 1 (14a)

θ3
A − XθB < 0 (14b)

θmin − θA ≤ 0 (14c)

θB − θA ≤ 0. (14d)

For the k-th beam, the two derived scalar quantities

X � exp

(
ln
(
η(πκ)2

)
− ln(10)

(
Ł

10
+ 1

))
, (15)

Yk � η(πκ)2

Ĝmin
k

, (16)

2According to ITU-R [28], the recommended range for Ł is [20, 30] dB
for interference sensitive systems. We verified numerically that for an extreme
Ł = 20 dB (assumed in (13)), three narrow beams sharing the user-link spec-
trum in FFR and co-interfering at a common point do obey the maximum
allowed PFD regulation [35], [36] in the K-band. The GEO HTS system
specifications used are detailed in Section V.
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respectively represent the maximum ellipticity term induced
by reflective effects in the wide-angle sidelobe (region F
corresponding to (α1 + 4.5)ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) < (α1 +
4.5)α2ω(m, k) in (41)), and the maximum feasible effective
solid angle given a power allocation assumption as in (11).

Problem P(1) is convex for θmin ≤ θB ≤ θA except for con-
straint (14a). We propose to approximate this minimum gain
constraint using the initially designed beamwidth information
by replacing it with

θB −
(

−Y
(
θ init

A

)2
(
θA − θ init

A

)
− Y

θ init
A

)
≤ 0. (17)

Adjusting the beamlet’s beamwidths this way guarantees
a feasible system SX11 assuming a uniform beam power
initialization. As shown in the next section, dropping the lat-
ter assumption for more flexibility, it is possible to jointly
optimize the beamwidths for practical considerations and to
derive the necessary power budget Ptot given a target ABLP.

E. Directivity Control Under Practical Considerations

Let us now consider the joint design of K feasible
beams given their corresponding initial beamlets in B.
We can then define θ init

A = [θ init
A|1 . . . θ init

A|K]T ∈ R
K×1+

and θ init
B = [θ init

B|1 . . . θ init
B|K]T ∈ R

K×1+ as two vectors contain-
ing the initially planned beamwidths. In addition, let
p = [p1 . . . pK]T ∈ R

K×1+ be a vector designating the minimum
per-beam required power, such that Ptot,* =∏K

k=1 [p∗]k is the
minimum power budget required to achieve feasible beams.
In the same fashion as the previous section, the feasibility
of the beams is designed using the constraints formulated in
problem P(2):

P(2): minimize
θA,θB,p

K∑
k=1

√(
[θA]k −

[
θ init

A

]
k

)2 +
(

[θB]k −
[
θ init

B

]
k

)2

subject to [θB]k −
(

[Z1]k

(
[θA]k −

[
θ init

A

]
k

)
− [Z0]k

)
≤ 0

(18a)

[θA]3
k − X[θB]k < 0 (18b)

θmin − [θA]k ≤ 0 (18c)

[θB]k − [θA]k ≤ 0 (18d)

0 < [p]k (18e)

p � anti-log(Gmin,dB) ≤ EIRPmax, (18f)

The constraints (18b)-(18d) are respectively analogous to
constraints (14b)-(14d) of P(1) in K dimensions. Similarly,
a vectorized form of the approximated (equation (17))
minimum gain constraint is in (18a), where the vectors
Z1 � −Y � (θ init

A � θ init
A ) ∈ R

K×1 and Z0 � Y � θ init
A ∈ R

K×1

serve for expressive brevity. We also define the vectors
Y � (η(πκ)2)1K � Gmin) ∈ R

K×1, Gmin � anti-log(Gmin,dB),
Gmin,dB � EIRPmax,dB − p̂dB − 3 dB and EIRPmax ∈ R

K×1.
In particular, EIRPmax is the vector representing the max-
imum permissible EIRP for each beam in resemblance to
the anti-log of (12), given the initial power seed vector
p̂dB = 10 log10(P̂)1K ∈ R

K×1. For the last two constraints
in P(2), (18e) allocates a non-zero power to each beam.

While (18f) equalizes the transmitted power jointly during
the 2D beamwidth optimization.

Problem P(2) is convex and it defines a feasible system
(SX12, 1 for DBF on, 2 for solution of problem P(2)). This
parallel DBF design executes K times faster than the gain
control design in P(1). In fact, the joint optimization on gain
and power gives the optimization in P(2) a directivity control
character in the feasibility sense.

On another hand, for a given initial target ABLP, i.e., B, the
derived minimum power budget Ptot,* should belong to a fea-
sible power pool such that P̂ ≤ Ptot,* ≤ Pmax, with Pmax being
the available transmit at the payload. This power constraint is
critical to determine the feasibility of an ABLP in a power-
stressed system. Using this approach, for any IBI management
strategy, we fix the common power budget Ptot necessary for
the DBF and non-DBF HTS systems.

IV. IBI MANAGEMENT

To cope with IBI, for both RBLPs and ABLPs, we summa-
rize in this section the considered precoding algorithms.

At this stage, we note the DBF and the precoding technolo-
gies do not operate on the same time-scale. On the one hand,
precoding adapts the signals on a frame basis based on the
selected set of users. And on the other hand, DBF is executed
on a longer time-scale based on the traffic evolution.

A. Precoding With Ideal CSI Estimation

In precoding, the full frequency band of the user-link
B0 > 0 is aggressively reused among the scheduled users.
We therefore refer to a division of B0 by a number of colors
NFFR

c = 1. Assuming the CSI in (2) is ideally available at the
gateway, the transmitted signals x are constructed through a
linear combination of the i.i.d. information symbols elements
of vector s ∈ C

K×1, using a precoding matrix Q ∈ C
K×K such

that x = Qs.
Let qu ∈ C

K×1 be the u-th column of Q. The linear
multibeam channel equation in (4) becomes y = HQs + n.
The resulting received signal by user u whose corresponding
channel is hu ∈ C

K×1 being the u-th row of H, is

yu = h†
uQs + [n]u

= h†
uqu[s]u +

∑
j∈K\{u}

h†
uqj[s]j + [n]u. (19)

Assuming E{[s]u} ∼ CN (0, 1) in the remainder, the total
transmitted power at any instance is then given by

‖Q‖2 =
K∑

u=1

‖qu‖2. (20)

In this work, for the considered precoding algorithms sum-
marized below, we impose the total power constraint (TPC)
formulated in (20) to be always true due to common digital
transparent payload OBP implementations [27].

1) uP-MMSE: The well known low-complexity MMSE
precoder, that has the objective of maximizing the total offered
capacity, is deployed using a uniform power allocation, i.e.,:

Q = √PuPV, (21)
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V =
(

H†H + εIK

)−1
H†. (22)

The unit-norm matrix V ∈ C
K×K has the MMSE precoding

coefficients such that ‖V‖2 = K and ε = K
Ptot [29] is

regularization term. Here, the diagonal power factor matrix
PuP ∈ R

K×K has elements [PuP]k,k = Ptot

K and verifies TPC.
2) wP-MMSE: To account for traffic matching, a power

flexibility is added in this algorithm. In particular, the diagonal
power factor matrix has elements that utilize the sub-optimal
weighted water-filling power allocation solution [38] as in

Q = √PwPV, (23)

[PwP]k,k = max

⎛
⎜⎝ 1

zk
[w]k − Pn∣∣∣

[
h†

k

]
k

[
qk

]
k

∣∣∣
2
, 0

⎞
⎟⎠. (24)

The weights in w ∈ R
K×1
>0 play the role of the QoS require-

ments in the form of the user priority where less important
users are assigned higher weights and vice-versa. In our anal-
ysis, the weights are taken as the inverse of the Shanon-sense
required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), such that

[w]k = 1

2

([
˜D
]

k
/B0

)
− PnB0

. (25)

This way the weights are inversely proportional to each super-
user’s traffic demand. Furthermore, to satisfy the TPC, the
elements of w are scaled by a corresponding scalar zk >

0,∀k ∈ K as seen in (24).
3) sP-MMSE: Consider the SNR requirements of each user

to be represented in the diagonal matrix ϒ � (1K � w)IK ∈
R

K×K . Given the MMSE precoding matrix V, a method
by [39] gives a power minimizing solution p� ∈ R

K×1 satis-
fying the requirements in policy � � (V,ϒ, Ptot), using the
facts

p� = (diag
(
��
)− ϒ

(
�� − diag

(
��
))−1

ϒ1K, (26)

�� � VHH†V, (27)

where the matrix � ∈ C
K×K is the interference coupling

matrix after applying V [39]. If all elements of p� are positive
then a solution given � is feasible. In this case we denote the
smart diagonal power factor matrix PsP as a scaled version of
the solution to satisfy the TPC, i.e.:

Q = √PsPV, (28)

[PsP]k,k = 1

zk
[p�]k. (29)

4) w-MM: Here, the precoder has the goal of maximizing
the minimum weighted SINR γ under the TPC, i.e.:

max
Q

min
k∈K

[w]kγk

subject to ‖Q‖2 ≤ P. (30)

This precoder achieves a fair system performance and its
precoding matrix Q is solved here using the close to optimal
convex-concave procedure [21] after converting (30) to a
difference-of-convex programming problem.

For Nc > 0, the SINR of the u-th user is expressed by3

γu =
∣∣h†

uqu

∣∣2
∑

j∈C(u)\{u}
∣∣h†

uqj

∣∣2 + Pn
B0
Nc

, (31)

where the operator (u) returns the color index i ∈ [1, . . . , Nc]
of user u ∈ Ci ⊆ K belonging to co-channel group Ci.

B. Precoding With Non-Ideal CSI Estimation

In order to assess the impact of the practical limitations
on precoding performance in the proposed beam footprints,
we consider the CSI estimation errors (EE) [31] that can be
due to non-perfect feeder-link calibrations, on-board signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR) levels non-linearities, and/or EE at the UTs.
Consider then the estimated channel Ĥ at the gateway with a
per-beam error vector E ∈ C

K×1, which we write as

Ĥ = ˜H + diag(E). (32)

We are interested in the actual performance of a system
having a precoding matrix Q̂ using an estimated Ĥ and an
instantaneous H. The PHY in linear form for such systems is

y = HQ̂s + n. (33)

According to [30], the non-perfect channel coefficient esti-
mation can be modeled with an additive Gaussian error with
a mean μE and a variance σ 2

E . These latter EE parameters
depend on the statistics of the SNR υ and the signal-to-
interference-ratio (SIR) ν experienced in the ideal case for
each realization, i.e., [E]u ∼ CN (μE(υu, νu), σ

2
E(υu, νu)).

In general, co-channel users experience mutual interference,
expressed for the u-th scheduled user as SIR with

υu = |h†
uqu|2∑

j∈C(u)\{u} |h†
uqj|2

. (34)

Additionally, the SNR for the u-th user is expressed as

νu =
∣∣h†

uqu

∣∣2
Pn

B0
Nc

. (35)

In [30], only νdB = 10 dB is considered with a maximum
υdB = 16 dB for channel locking considering synchronization
miss-alignments and frequency offsets. Using empirical results
from a real PHY chain emulation [32] and assuming carriers
to be synchronous in frequency and time, it is envisaged that
a possible experience with up to υdB = 21 dB would allow
channel coefficient estimation for a νdB range up to 14 dB.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we compare the performance of differ-
ent HTS system configurations of interest, namely featuring
4FR and FFR with and without DBF. First, we define key
performance indicators (KPIs) at the system-level, at the beam-
level and at the user-level. We then consider the scenario with
the highest global demand (i.e., traffic pattern at 12 h; see

3We exploit the same notation of (31) for the non-precoded systems
using Q = √

PuP to distinguish the uniform power allocation plan in the
conventional RRM strategy [5] with N4FR

c = 4.
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TABLE I
HTS SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 1) emulated by the TE over Europe [1], [5]. And finally,
we focus on the hourly traffic patterns during a one day period.

Similar to [5], [18], [26], we keep a fixed user-link band-
width B0 and a fixed number of beams K for a fair comparison.
We consider the RBLP based on a satellite system (i.e., SX0)
covering the Pan-European area, provided by the European
Space Agency (ESA). The RBLP has a number K = 71 of
beams, which we fit to the ITU-R radiation model as described
in [5]. We use the minimum required power budget Ptot,*

from the solution of P(2). The rest of HTS simulated system
parameters are summarized in Table I.

A. Performance Metrics

The channel matrix (2) and correspondingly the perfor-
mances depend on the selected served super-user positions
and PHY changes in time according to a defined schedul-
ing algorithm. Hence, we base our simulations on a large
number of channel realizations NMC > 0 with arbitrary user
locations (see (3)). This is particularly important to take into
account the spatial scheduling effect at the user-level due
to DBF.

For each observed traffic pattern and for each considered
system configuration, we adopt the DVB-S2X spectral effi-
ciency step function [30] fDVB-S2X to measure the user-link
achievable throughput. This latter is defined for user u in beam
k in bps using Ru,k = B0

Nc

1
1+ζ

fDVB-S2X(γu − γ0), where γ0 is
the link-margin and ζ is the roll-off factor of the shaping filter.
Averaging out the achievable rates over the realizations yields
Rk = 1

NMC

∑NMC
u=1 Ru,k, i.e., the offered throughput at beam k.

Each system configuration has then a TOT = ∑K
k=1 Rk. We

obtain the UC and EC quantities using

BUCk = max
([

˜D
]

k
− Rk, 0

)
(36)

SUC =
K∑

k=1

BUCk (37)

BECk = max
(

Rk −
[
˜D
]

k
, 0
)

(38)

SEC =
K∑

k=1

BECk. (39)

As a matter of fact, the performance of the system is not
only linked to the spectral efficiency, or demand only, but also
to the user channel access period in the time domain. This
is crucial when analyzing non-uniform user distributions over

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS AT THE PEAK TRAFFIC

DEMAND SCENARIO. SUC AND SEC ARE IN Gbps WHILE THE ASSI IS

DIMENSIONLESS BETWEEN 0 AND 1

time and coverage.4 To capture this temporal dimension, we
define an additional KPI highlighting the “channel access”:
which is the average system satisfaction index (ASSI) for a
system observed at t, i.e.:

ASSI(t) � 1

KNMC

K∑
k=1

NMC∑
u=1

min

(
R(t)

u,k

D(t)
u,k

, 1

)
. (40)

The ASSI is a scalar between 0 and 1. Considering all reali-
sations, a higher ASSI value indicates more satisfaction at the
user-level, and vice-versa.

B. Peak Traffic Demand Scenario

Here, we study the scenario of the traffic pattern with the
highest global demand equal to 868.96 Gbps and modeled by
the TE [1] at t = 12 h. This scenario emulates 62223 dis-
perse users with heterogeneous demands over the service area
(see [5]). The corresponding traffic pattern is shown in Fig. 1.

Before presenting the obtained performance, we provide in
Fig. 4 the superimposed beampatterns corresponding to the dif-
ferent system HTS configurations including the ones proposed
in Section III. The first subfigure (Fig. 4-a) represents the
benchmark beampatterns of a non-DBF system (i.e., SX0) with
a RBLP. The second subfigure (Fig. 4-b) represents the DBF
initial target beampattern design with no practical constraints
(i.e., SX10). The third subfigure (Fig. 4-c) represents the DBF
beampatterns considering the practical constraints after solv-
ing P(1), while the last subfigure (Fig. 4-d) corresponds to
the solution of P(2). The obtained performance results for the
above-mentioned configurations are depicted in Table II.

4In other words, DBF spatially schedules users sharing a TDM frame based
on the ABLP. Consider the users in a hot-spot ZOI sharing a beam with a
relatively high number of co-channel users. While this seems not favorable
given short user-link access time, hot-spot beams compensate the transmission
with a higher gain, i.e., received power, and as a results a higher spectral
efficiency is attained. In the other situation, cold-spot beams with relatively
worse link-budget have lesser users competing to access the channel. This
is to be compared with an RBLP, where users in hot-spot ZOI access the
channel a fraction of time similar to users in cold-spots, which results in a
relatively poorer system performance.
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Fig. 4. Beampatterns in dBi of the considered systems at the peak traffic demand scenario (t = 12 h).

We start by comparing the performances for the 4FR case
for systems with DBF off (SX0) and for systems with DBF
on (SX10). We first notice a 10% improvement in SUC in
favor of SX10 in comparison to SX0 and a negligible SEC for
SX10 against 1.07 Gbps for SX0. In addition, a higher ASSI
of 0.95 is observed for SX10 as compared to 0.83 for SX0.
With these results, we have verified that, for 4FR, the expected
traffic matching design objective of the ABLP is attained at
the system, beam, and user levels.

We now move to the precoded FFR cases. For each of the
considered systems, we notice a higher respective TOT for the
precoded cases when compared to 4FR. This expected result
is reflected by lower SUC in favor of FFR w.r.t. 4FR. More
interestingly, using SX0, the highest ASSI for FFR is observed
with the w-MM precoder with a value of 0.80 which is lower
than 0.83 observed for 4FR. This is to be compared with the
SX10 system, where the ASSI performance of the FFR cases
becomes dominant for all precoders, and at least 11% better
than a 0.83 ASSI performance. The latter result justifies the
joint use of DBF and precoding at the system, beam, and user
levels.

We note that different performance and complexity trade-
offs are offered by the different precoding algorithms, as
detailed in Table II. For example, uP-MMSE trades off UC/EC
for ASSI by nature while w-MM behaves oppositely. The
selection among the precoders depends on the objective of
the designer and available system resources.

We now move to comparing the feasible systems SX11 and
SX12 to the target system SX10. We begin with the ASSI
KPI. As opposed to SX10 that assumes an ideal RF coverage,
since SX11 and SX12 renounce some RF coverage to satisfy
the practical constraints, the ASSI is not expected to improve
for the feasible systems. However, a significant drop in ASSI
would bring the attention to an unfeasibility in either the initial
ABLP design or the satisfaction of the practical constraints
under power budget Pmax. From Table II, this unfavorable case
is not observed: the same ASSI values are obtained for SX10,
SX11 and SX12 for each respective RRM configuration. This
result encourages the use of the designed ABLPs, especially
in the current highest traffic demand scenario.

In terms of traffic matching performance, when compared to
SX10, the highly directive feasible beams of SX11 and SX12
give a more precise SUC and SEC assessment. In the present
scenario, for all RRM configurations, SX12 outputs a lower
SUC and a higher SEC when compared to SX10. While, for
all RRM configurations, SX11 outputs a lower SUC than both
SX10 and SX12, and a lower SEC than SX10. Therefore SX11

Fig. 5. Over-time SUC performance using 4FR. Compared to without DBF
(SX0), with DBF (SX10), the 4FR SUC performance is better at all instances.
Moreover, for all the traffic profiles, the feasible system SX11 gives a positive
traffic matching gain when compared to SX10.

is superior to SX12 in this scenario in terms of traffic matching
performance. In nuance, we accentuate the fact that solving
problem P(1) executes K times slower than solving problem
P(2) and requires a power seed assumption which we obtain
from the solution of P(2) as explained in Section III-E. In the
sequel, we chose to focus on SX11 only when referring to
feasible DBF systems.

In summary, the analysis in this section encourages the use
of DBF for both 4FR and FFR cases. While these apprecia-
tions are true for this peak traffic demand scenario, one would
want to have a more comprehensive evaluation of the HTS
systems performance given the same on-board resources (Ptot

and B0) but for time-varying user and traffic distributions. This
is tackled in the next section.

C. Over Time Analysis and Trade-Off

In this section, we focus on SUC and ASSI performance
of different configurations over-time. The SUC analysis is of
interest for the satellite operator to justify the use of DBF given
the variable realistic traffic patterns. While the ASSI analysis
is essentially a mean of quantifying the coverage losses due
to the practical constraints satisfied in the DBF optimization
framework in system SX11 as compared to SX10. Lastly, the
impact of non-ideal CSI estimation is added and commented.

1) Traffic Matching Performance (SUC): For systems SX0,
SX10 and SX11, the over-time SUC performances (sorted
on hourly demand basis) are shown in Fig. 5 for 4FR and
in Fig. 6 for FFR. More specifically, subfigures Fig. 6-a,
Fig. 6-b, Fig. 6-c, and Fig. 6-d respectively correspond to the
uP-MMSE, wP-MMSE, sP-MMSE and w-MM precoders.
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Fig. 6. Over-time SUC performance using FFR. For the systems SX0 and
SX11, the practical precoders’ SUC performance with non-ideal CSI estima-
tion is plotted with respectively dashed and continuous dark lines across the
traffic profiles. In these cases, we observe an increase in SUC as compared
to the corresponding colored line plots not considering CSI EE.

By admitting the 4FR case as benchmark, we analyse the
FFR cases. Starting with the system with DBF off (SX0),
non-favorable peaks on the SUC are noticed, especially for
the wP-MMSE and sP-MMSE precoders (e.g., at instances
3 h, 1 h, 17 h, and 10 h). While with DBF (SX10), the SUC
performance of the precoders becomes more stable across the
traffic profiles. This is particularly true for wP-MMSE and
sP-MMSE, where at the mentioned instances, wP-MMSE and
sP-MMSE both achieve a lower SUC than uP-MMSE in SX10.
Hence, the power flexibility (and corresponding complexity)

offered by wP-MMSE and sP-MMSE prove to be considerably
beneficial when DBF is on.

Regarding the proposed feasible system SX11, its traffic
matching performance in terms of SUC is not only compa-
rable to the one of system SX10, but outperforms it in all
cases if we compare each precoder separately. This is a favor-
able result for the DBF optimization framework elaborated in
Section III with highly directive beams, because not only IBI
is well modeled, the optimized beampatterns under practical
constraints do not sacrifice traffic matching for feasibility.

Moreover, with DBF on, for the FFR cases (as well as for
4FR as seen in Fig. 5), the trend of having more SUC in cor-
relation with a higher system demand is noticed as opposed
to the arbitrary behavior with DBF off as seen in Fig. 6. This
is because the system is exhausted to output more through-
put accordingly given the same on-board resources. This is
mostly highlighted for the uP-MMSE and w-MM precoders,
where for higher system demands, the SUC gain becomes neg-
ligible for a precoded system with DBF on.These results are
valuable for the system operator to identify when precoding
is needed.

2) FFR SUC Performance Under CSI EE Conditions: We
want to see if the latter FFR SUC performances are also true
for a realistic end-to-end PHY chain. We do this by consid-
ering CSI EE at the gateway using the approach detailed in
Section IV-B. The corresponding performances are depicted
in black color in Fig. 6.

In this case, we note that on the one hand, using SX11,
the MMSE-based precoders converge to an SUC performance
somewhat close to the one of SX0 in the high demand scenar-
ios. On the other hand, the w-MM precoder (Fig. 6-d) achieves
considerably lower SUC in SX11 (versus SX0) for all traffic
patterns and under feasible beampatterns even with CSI EE at
the gateway. This traffic matching reliability is achieved at the
cost of higher complexity compared to MMSE.

3) Channel Access Performance (ASSI): Moving on to the
second part of the evaluation, we ultimately aim to quantify
the availability compromise coming with the feasible DBF
system SX11 (elaborated in Section III-D) when compared
to the initial DBF design in system SX10, as well as when
DBF is off (i.e., SX0). We do this using the ASSI over-time
(sorted on hourly demand basis) in Fig. 7 for all the RRM
configurations.

We start with DBF off (SX0). For this system, 4FR has
a higher ASSI (averaged at 0.82) when compared to FFR
in most traffic patterns. This is because IBI is mitigated by
spectral separation at the expense of lower throughputs as
detailed in the previous section. In particular, uP-MMSE, being
the least complex, has the lowest ASSI averaged at 0.79 as
expected. While w-MM is robust to traffic changes by design
and maintains an average ASSI of 0.80.

Now, with DBF enabled, ASSI is superior in SX10 w.r.t.
SX0 for all respective RRM configurations (4FR and FFR).
This is an other insight in favor of DBF for both precoded
and non-precoded HTS. In particular, as depicted in Fig. 7,
the performances of the FFR cases for SX10 improve with
more complex precoders deployed, i.e., uP-MMSE, sP-MMSE,
wP-MMSE then w-MM, in ascending order.
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Fig. 7. Over-time ASSI performance. Dashed lines designate SX0, solid lines
designate SX10, and marked dashed lines designate SX11. We notice that the
performances of SX11 are lower bounded by the ones of SX0 and tend to
achieve the same availabilities as SX10, its upper bound.

Fig. 8. Over-time ASSI performance using FFR with CSI EE.

For our most important comparison of interest, as expected,
SX10 with no practical constraints has an upper-bound ASSI
across all traffic profiles and RRM configurations when con-
trasted to SX11. This is because the ABLP initial design has
no coverage gaps. The same ASSI performance orders in SX10
and in SX11 are maintained as in SX0. The worst case is for
the uP-MMSE (in green in Fig. 7) as it is the least com-
plex precoder with lesser flexibility. However, the availability
performance of uP-MMSE is not very far in terms of absolute
differences in ASSI when comparing SX11 to SX10. In other
words, going from a target to a feasible DBF gives an (over-
time) average difference of 0.0022 loss in ASSI. This merit
is negligible and reflects a high quality of availability for the
proposed feasible DBF system SX11.

4) FFR ASSI Performance Under CSI EE Conditions: Let
us next evaluate the availability performance of the FFR set-
tings when a CSI EE is experienced at the gateway. In Fig. 8,
we present the ASSIs for SX0, SX10, and SX11 using the
considered precoders. These ASSI performances are evidently
lower than the respective ones shown in Fig. 7 with ideal CSI.

We begin with DBF off (SX0). Interestingly, from Fig. 8, in
terms of average over-time ASSI, the precoders’ performance
in ascending order is as follows: w-MM with a 0.77 average,
uP-MMSE with 0.79, wP-MMSE with 0.81 and sP-MMSE
with 0.82. We notice that wP-MMSE loses its average ASSI
placement to sP-MMSE, when compared to the ideal CSI case
(Fig. 7). This means that sP-MMSE is the most robust precoder
to CSI EE in terms of ASSI.

Moving on to DBF on (SX10 and SX11), a similar average
ASSI performance order is obtained for the precoders when
compared to DBF off (SX0). However, much superior avail-
ability merits are noticed in favor of DBF on (at all instances)
thanks to the ABLPs and high directivity.

In particular, for the proposed DBF system SX11, across
the different traffic profiles, the ASSI performances of the pre-
coders are once again upper-bounded by the respective ones
in SX10 with ideal RF coverage. More specifically, for the
most sensitive (and most complex) precoder, namely w-MM,
the average difference in ASSI between the target DBF system
SX10 and the feasible DBF system SX11 is of a magnitude of
0.0021. Here again, this sacrifice is considered a minor cost
for the feasibility guarantees of the proposed DBF system.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, the combination of DBF and different
precoding techniques are evaluated for a GEO HTS consid-
ering irregular and realistic traffic patterns and geotemporal
user distributions. A simple and generic DBF optimization
framework is proposed to construct feasible and compliant
beampatterns under practical constraints and according to a
target intelligent ABLP. The DBF framework also determines
a minimal power-budget for the system to operate.

Traffic matching and availability guaranteeing performances
of the different precoding algorithms with progressive com-
plexity are exhaustively evaluated. Namely, the MMSE
precoder, with different schemes featuring an SNR weighting
based power allocation, an SIR enhanced smart power alloca-
tion and an SINR weighted precoder are implemented and are
evaluated in different IBI conditions, including non-ideal CSI
estimation at the gateway. Simulation results show that the
output practical beampatterns of the DBF optimization frame-
work are highly comparable to the initially designed ones. For
the different system configurations, we have also presented
methodic trade-off analyses with a major result encouraging
the use of DBF for both precoded and non-precoded HTS. A
key outcome of our trade-off analyses is that IBI has a con-
structive role in enabling a better traffic matching for future
DBF precoded systems, even when a number of practical
constraints are considered.

APPENDIX

ITU-R S.672 GENERAL RADIATION MODEL 2

The ITU-R S.672 general co-polar model 2 defines the
directional gain for shaped beams using reference masks
and reference angular distances in the spherical orthonormal
satellite-centered true-view angles coordinate system (SCS)
(eϕ, eθ , eτ ). The base eϕk coincides with the k-th beam ref-
erence axis pointing to the nadir of the beam center (ρk, φk),
whereas eθ represents the off-axis angles with respect to the
reference and eτ describes the beam’s tilt orientation in the
vertical and horizontal directions.

Let the operators �(m, k) and �(m, k) respectively desig-
nate the unique point on the boundary of the beamlet ∂Bk and
the unique point on the k-th ZOI boundary ∂Zk in the direction
of a point m from the center of the beamlet Bk.
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GdBi(m, k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

GEP,dBi
k − 3

(
θm,k

ω(m,k)

)2
, δ(m, k) < 0◦

GEP,dBi
k − 3 − α0β1

((
1 + δ(m,k)

ω(m,k)

)2 − 1

)
, 0◦ ≤ δ(m, k) < α1ω(m, k)

GEP,dBi
k − β2Ł, α1ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) < (α1 + 0.5)ω(m, k)

GEP,dBi
k − β2Ł + 2.5

(
(α1 + 0.5) − δ(m,k)

ω(m,k)

)
, (α1 + 0.5)ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) < (α1 + 4.5)ω(m, k)

max
{

GEP,dBi
k − β2Ł − 10 + 20 ln

(
(α1+4.5)ω(m,k)

δ(m,k)

)
, 0
}
, (α1 + 4.5)ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) < (α1 + 4.5)α2ω(m, k)

0, (α1 + 4.5)α2ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) ≤ 90◦

(41)

TABLE III
PAYLOAD SPECIFIC ENHANCEMENT PARAMETERS FOR THE

GENERAL BEAM RADIATION TEMPLATE

For an elliptic beamlet Bk circumscribing a convex ZOI Zk

with a minimal area, its radiated gain experienced at point m
can be expressed in the logarithmic scale as in (41), shown
at the top of the page. The measure δ(m, k) � θm,�(m,k) =
θm,k − θk,�(m,k) approximates the angular distance to a point
m from the convex ZOI boundary in a direction normal to
the closest polygonal side of Zk [28]. The measure ω(m, k) �
θk,�(m,k) ≥ 0◦ represents the radial distance from the center
of beamlet Bk in the direction of point m intersecting with
∂Bk, i.e., the boundary of beamlet Bk. These two measures
depict the directivity of an LSAA by representing the shape
of a beam k and its roll-off characteristics.

Specifically, to emphasize the high directive capabilities of
emerging LSAA, inside the k-th target service ZOI Zk (region
A corresponding to δ(m, k) < 0◦ in (41)), we assume an
elliptic gain variation [33] with an EP gain at the centroid
coordinate of the ZOI similar to (5), that is θk the off-bore-
sight angle in the CCS. While outside the ZOI, the different
beam gain mask regions (B, C, D, E, F) are considered as
depicted in Fig. 2 for continuous off-beam-axis angles (θ ) in
a direction normal to one side of an arbitrary ZOI. Moreover,
the model has adjustable parameters according to the payload
architecture specificities which are summarized in Table III.

In (41), the case where δ(m, k) < 0◦ (region A in Fig. 2)
defines the beampattern inside the service zone. Outside the
service zone, the beampattern is expressed using the adequate
reference regions in [28]. More specifically, the main lobe skirt
region corresponds to the case 0◦ ≤ δ(m, k) < α1ω(m, k)
(region B in Fig. 2) The near sidelobe region corresponds to

the case α1ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) < (α1 + 0.5)ω(m, k) (region C
in Fig. 2), the intermediate sidelobe region corresponds to the
case (α1 +0.5)ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) < (α1 +4.5)ω(m, k) (region
D in Fig. 2), the wide-angle sidelobe region corresponds to
the case (α1 + 4.5)ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) < (α1 + 4.5)α2ω(m, k)
(region E in Fig. 2), and the far-out sidelobe region corre-
sponds to the case (α1 + 4.5)α2ω(m, k) ≤ δ(m, k) ≤ 90◦
(region F in Fig. 2).
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